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On the fly
Martin Gallington 

is senior VP of 

IT at Menzies 

Aviation, the 

fastest-growing—and now the 

second-largest—ground- and 

cargo-handling organization in 

the world. Menzies Aviation also 

owns AMI, the world’s only global 

wholesale freight forwarder. 

Employing approximately 18,000 

people worldwide, the company 

serves more than 500 airline 

customers, including easyJet, 

Cathay Pacific, British Airways, 

Emirates, Qatar Airways, Virgin 

America, and Singapore Airlines. 

Q: How does your organization 

use technology to foster 

collaboration?

A: Working at 131 airports, every 

year our team handles cargo and 
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luggage for over 800,000 flights 

around the world. With such a 

distributed workforce, IT was 

challenged to help streamline 

and improve the auditing of 

our high-volume business. In 

response, we developed an 

application for ruggedized 

iPhones called SMART.

On a daily basis, the flights for 

the day are downloaded to the 

device. The auditor chooses a 

flight and a function—it might 

be the check-in process, or it 

might be the ramp process—

and then the app presents 

a series of questions for the 

auditor to answer.

The biggest advantage for the 

team on the ground is the  

real-time feedback—this is 

not a paper exercise where 

somebody is sitting at a desk. 

They’re actually out in the 

field auditing the operational 

processes as they happen  

and reporting the results at  

the same time.

Q: Have you adopted a  

cloud strategy?

A: We are currently running 

an internal private cloud, but 

we’ve been cautious about 

moving aggressively toward 

the cloud because 24/7 

operations are mission critical 

to our business. Every minute 

of every day is somebody’s 

busiest time of the day.  

Our business relies on IT 

to deliver with 100 percent 

reliability. We feel like we  

have control of our services 

while we have control of our 

data center.

That said, the airline business 

expands and contracts rapidly 

in line with the global market, 

so we need the ability to 

downscale and expand rapidly 

with customer demand.  
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To achieve this, we’re looking 

at extending our private cloud 

into the Dell™ cloud so that 

we can flexibly increase our 

capacity to deliver services 

without expending a large 

amount of resources. 

Q: How do you respond to a 

world where social media is 

so pervasive? When new hires, 

especially young workers, 

bring along their network of 

Facebook friends? 

A: The highest priority is for 

a business to control and 

protect its commercially 

sensitive information. 

Everything about social 

media and all this sharing of 

information is counterintuitive 

to that. It’s a major challenge. 

We probably handle it no 

better and no worse than 

anybody else.

Q: What’s the Next Big Thing 

in technology?

A: It’s clearly about device 

convergence—desktop, 

laptop, tablet, and mobile 

phone, which will converge 

into two devices. In the future, 

we will be able to move 

seamlessly from a desk-based 

device to a mobile device. 

Right now the laptop has one 

set of data and the phone has 

another. In the future, these 

devices will have the same  

set of applications and the 

same set of data.

Q: Is there a push-pull in 

your organization between 

internal expectations and 

the expectations of your 

customers—the airlines and 

their passengers? 

A: Our challenge comes back 

to being a global organization 

with a large percentage of our 

18,000 employees not being 

based in an office. In fact, 

many of our employees are 

operating in environments that 
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are not necessarily conducive 

to the use of technology. It’s 

one thing for employees sitting 

at desks in a comfortable air-

conditioned environment, who 

have readily available support 

mechanisms to help them use 

a new application or device. It’s 

another thing for somebody 

working on an airport ramp 

in a hostile environment at 

100+ degrees Fahrenheit, who 

needs to capture data and 

use sophisticated technology. 

But the frontline of the 

business is where we need to 

be, particularly with mobile 

technology, to make the 

step change in efficiency and 

effectiveness our customers 

expect—and depend on. 


